Morphometry of the Hand Knob Region and Motor Function Change in Eloquent Area Glioma Patients.
The hand knob area is the cortical representation of motor hand function. The current study aimed to investigate the effects of eloquent area gliomas on the morphometry of the hand motor cortex and preoperative hand motor function. A retrospective study of 320 glioma patients was conducted. Seventy-eight patients with gliomas involving motor functional area were finally enrolled. Using axial T2-weight magnetic resonance images, the width and height of the hand knob were measured in both hemispheres, and differences were compared between the affected and unaffected hemispheres. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and logistic regression analysis were used to estimate the degree of correlation between distance measurements and motor impairment. The width and height of the hand knob in the affected and unaffected hemispheres were significantly different (p < 0.0001). The width, height and distance from the tumor to hand knob were reduced in the functionally impaired group compared to the unimpaired group (p = 0.0003, p < 0.0001, p = 0.0005, respectively). The three parameters were significantly correlated and remained significant in ROC and logistic regression analysis. The optimal cut-off value of width, height and distance for identifying preoperative hand muscle strength were 5.73 mm, 5.80 mm and 5.92 mm, respectively. The morphometry of the hand knob is often changed by the infiltration or extrusion of the tumors that were located in or near the hand knob. The width, height of hand knob and the distance from tumor to hand knob could serve as anatomic biomarkers related to preoperative neurological motor deficits.